A dynamic network-centric approach to study two-state folding from native structure called network dynamics (ND) is introduced. ND applies two fundamental principles of protein folding: hydrophobicity and loop-entropy, on a protein's native residue network (PRN0) to generate its native shortcut network (SCN0). ND generates barrier heights that correlate significantly (-0.7) with folding rate, and positions the transition-state (TS) for 52 proteins within 0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5 of its reaction coordinate, which monitors SCN0 completion. ND trajectories through SCN0 space are reasonable; they support our previous work on identifying initial fold steps. Both relative contact order (RCO) and network clustering coefficient C, computed on ND generated SCN0s, correlate significantly with all three folding kinetic variables: folding rate, TS placement and native-state (NS) stability. Some of these correlations are stronger or become significant when computed on partial than on complete SCN0s. In particular, contrary to previous findings, RCO can correlate significantly with NS stability. This revelation is made possible by ND, which provides a computationally light way to explore partially folded proteins via incomplete SCN0s.
state TS placement for 23 proteins (5α, 7αβ and 11β) [Micheletti03] , and NS stability measures for 23 proteins (4α, 9αβ and 10β) [Weikl03] . The two last datasets were also used in [Khor18] , which examined correlations between protein folding kinetics and structural metrics computed on complete SCN0s only.
In contrast, the ND model provides an opportunity to re-examine these relationships with incomplete SCN0s.
At a more detailed level, ND should also support the selection of the initial fold step on C_SCN0 folding pathways identified previously for several small model proteins [Khor18] , and provide evidence of two-state folding behavior. The latter is accomplished by analyzing energy profiles of ND generated SCNs (section 2.4).
Energy of ND generated SCNs and TS placement on the Q reaction coordinate.
A ND generated SCN is a set of edges identified by EDS as shortcuts from a ND generated PRN0. A ND generated SCN differs from a ND generated SCN0 in that the former includes non-native shortcut edges, while the latter excludes them.
Energy of a ND generated SCN E, is calculated using inter-residue potentials from the upper triangle of Table 3 in [Miyazawa96] , and are in RT units. For a ND generated SCN with f native shortcuts and g non-native shortcuts, E is the sum of the inter-residue potential of the f native shortcuts minus the sum of the inter-residue potential of the g non-native shortcuts. The presence of non-native shortcuts raises E, while the presence of native shortcuts lowers E.
The energy profile for a ND trajectory is composed of the E values recorded at the 10 Q points of observation. This data, averaged over 100 independent ND trajectories, makes the energy profile for a protein. The energy profiles (of proteins) typically have a single peak. The maximum E value of an energy profile is recognized as the height of the (free) energy barrier separating the denatured and NS structures (assumes energy of denatured structures is 0 since ND starts with an empty SCN). The few downhill (maximum E is at Q = 0.1) energy profiles are typically for α-helix proteins.
The Q where E peaks situates the TS for a protein on our reaction coordinate. The SCN0s generated by ND at the Q associated with a protein's barrier height (bh) are deemed to capture the essential native contacts 1 present in the protein's transition-state ensemble (TSE).
1 A preliminary test with reconstruct [Lappe10] finds PRN0/SCN0 contact maps less effective (in terms of minimizing RMSD to native structure) as distance constraints for generating native structures than "cone-peeled" [Lappe09] native contact maps. These two types of contact maps have different objectives, whose simultaneous satisfaction may be a conflict. The cavity preserving feature of PRN0/SCN0 contact maps [Khor16] could be a disadvantage for the structure prediction task. Are the partially generated PRN0s/SCN0s useful as distance constraints to generate TSE structures? What additional support would be helpful? This could be a topic for future work.
Results

PRN0 hub nodes as key folding residues
There is interest in identifying key folding residues from native protein structures through computational means to discern critical factors for productive folding [Shmy05] . Hub nodes are natural candidates in the view of protein folding driven by burial of hydrophobic amino acids. However, this intuition has not been fully realized, and other network metrics such as node betweenness [Vend02] and node closeness [Li08] , both of which involves computing all-pairs shortest paths, have been proposed as substitutes instead.
Here we find that, with the PRN0 representation of native structures, this intuitive idea need not be abandoned. First, there is a strong positive correlation (0.84) between PRN0 node degree and burial of residues ( Fig. A1) . Second, taking a cue from the positive results of rigidity analysis [Thomas07] , and the characterization of rigid nodes in a network as those with larger degrees (more globally connected) and smaller clustering coefficients (less locally connected) [Piazza08] , we observe that PRN0 hub nodes, i.e.
nodes with larger than average node degree, are enriched with key folding residues and their nucleation interactors (Figs. A2 to A12). Third, preferentially selecting nodes with larger PRN0 degree yields a significant positive impact on ND (section 3.2).
Correlation with folding rate of two-state proteins
DNPE time correlates significantly with experimental folding rate of 52 two-state proteins, and is strongest (-0.76) at Q = 0.4 ( Fig. 1 top-left). DNPE produces stronger correlations than RNRE, thereby demonstrating the two principals of protein folding: hydrophobicity and loop-entropy, at work in ND.
SCN0 formation is positively affected by preferentially selecting nodes with larger PRN0 degree to form contacts, and preferentially creating local (short-range) over global (long-range) contacts.
When nodes are selected uniformly at random as in RNPE, ND time correlation with folding rate weakens slightly, but significantly (one sided paired t-test p-value = 0.03). Similar weakening is observable also with Spearman and Kendall correlations (Fig. B1) . This difference highlights the influence PRN0 node degree wields on SCN0 formation. NS PRN0 node degree and NS SCN0 node degree are moderately, though significantly, correlated (Table C1) .
Both DNPE and RNPE generate barrier heights that correlate significantly and strongly (≈ -0.7) with experimental folding rate (Table 1 ). This result shows that ND is capturing salient aspects of two-state folding kinetics. The contrast with RNRE barrier heights, which barely have a significant correlation with folding rate, demonstrates the importance of loss of chain entropy in determining the free energy barrier to folding. 
Fig. 1 Top-left:
Correlation between ND time (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and folding rate (log 10 ) of 52 two-state proteins. All correlations have p-value < 0.002. Top-right: Scatter of DNPE time at Q = 0.4 against folding rate, by fold type. Middle-left: Correlation between energy of ND generated SCNs E (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and folding rate (log 10 ) of 52 two-state proteins. Only negative correlations are considered since they are meaningful. DNPE and RNPE correlations have p-value < 0.003 for Q ≤ 0.4; RNRE correlations are insignificant. Middle-right: Dispersion of DNPE barrier heights against folding rate, by fold type. α-helix (a) proteins occupy the widest barrier height range. Bottom-left: Correlation between energy of ND generated SCNs E (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and NS SCN0_RCO. Only positive correlations are considered since they are meaningful. DNPE and RNPE correlations have p-value < 0.0002 for Q ≤ 0.3; RNRE correlations are insignificant. Bottom-right: Dispersion of DNPE barrier heights against NS SCN0_RCO, by fold type. From the 52 two-state protein study, both DNPE and RNPE locate the TS within 0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5 (Table 1) . Prior to Q = 0.5, the energy of both DNPE and RNPE generated SCNs correlate significantly and negatively with folding rate (Fig. 1 middle-left); this correlation is strongest around the mean Q value (0.25) identified with barrier heights (Table 1) . Two-state proteins with lower free energy barriers fold faster; the ND model is able to express this principal via these negative correlations.
The barrier heights of both DNPE and RNPE correlate significantly and positively (≈ 0.57) with N (Table 1) , in accord with the intuition that longer protein chains fold more slowly. Folding rate of the 52 two-state proteins correlates with N with a strength of 0.435 (p-value = 0.001). The correlation between RNRE barrier height with N is stronger, but it deviates from the observed correlation (0.27 = 0.70 -0.43) almost two times more than the correlation for DNPE (0.14 = 0.57 -0.43) does.
Both DNPE and RNPE produce barrier heights that correlate significantly (≈ 0.6) with NS SCN0_RCO (Table 1) . Prior to Q = 0.4, the DNPE and RNPE generated barrier heights correlate significantly and positively with NS SCN0_RCO, while the RNRE barrier heights do not ( Fig. 1 bottom- left). This positive correlation follows since faster folders are associated with smaller NS RCOs.
However, comparable positive correlations can also be obtained with RCO computed on RNRE generated SCN0s (section 4.1).
Both DNPE and RNPE produce a wider range of barrier height values than RNRE (Table 1 , Fig.   B2 ). Nonetheless, their ranges are only about half the six orders of magnitude spanned by the folding rates of two-state proteins. Increasing the diversity of simulated folding rates [Portman10, Kaya13] is an area for future work. The approach by [Ejtehadi04] in particular, may be relevant since the proportion of SCN0 triangles completed by ND around Q = 0.4, averages at 20% (Fig. B3) . Summary. ND has satisfied the minimum requirement for a protein folding model. It produces expected significant correlations with a non-trivial set of experimental folding rate data, and outperformed the null model, RNRE. It also captures a critical aspect of two-state folding: its barrier heights correlate significantly and negatively with experimental folding rate. Next, we delve deeper into the behavior of DNPE (the default ND model) within the ND identified TS region (0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5).
ND trajectory supports C_SCN0 initial fold step
[Khor18] used C_SCN0 to identify folding pathways for several model proteins from their native structure. Here, we examine whether the C_SCN0 folding bias exhibited by a native structure, match those expressed by ND generated SCN0s. Such an agreement gives assurance that ND is traversing SCN0 space (where each point is some combination of native shortcuts) in a meaningful way.
Of particular interest is the initial step or first secondary structure element pairing on a C_SCN0
folding pathway, since the presence of these substructures, which are supported by computational and experimental observations, signal nascent productive folding activity. Let P init be the proportion of ND generated SCN0s at each Q where the initial step matches that expected from the native structure (Table   C1 ). P init is inspired by the P fold notion used to identify TS structures, which asserts that a two-state protein has equal chance of folding or unfolding (P fold = 50%) at its TS [Faisca09] . Hence, our focus on Q where P init first equals or exceeds 0.5.
In general, the initial fold step made by ND generated SCN0s agrees with that selected by the native structure. Except for bad models (the initial fold step chosen by their native structure disagrees with the expected), P init increases as SCN0 reaches completion (Fig. C1 ). For all but five proteins (2PTL, 1MHX, 1MI0, 2CI2, 1QYS), P init ≥ 0.5 as Q approaches 0.5 (Table 2) , which is within the ND-TS region (0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5). These observations support the claim that ND makes reasonable trajectories in SCN0 space;
DNPE is "edge-percolating" SCN0s in a reasonable order.
P init for 2PTL remains below 0.5 until Q = 0.9, but the P init over good 2PTL models start to diverge from the P init over bad 2PTL models starting from Q = 0.3 (Fig. C1 ). 1MHX and 1MI0 are protein G (1GB1) mutated to fold like protein L (2PTL). Interestingly, their P init plots resemble 2PTL more than 1GB1. 2CI2, the quintessential nucleation-condensation (NC) model, achieves P init ≥ 0.5, a little later, at Q = 0.5. This delay could be due to the more distributed nature of its folding mechanism 2 . 1QYS is a small non-two-state protein; 1QYS achieves P init ≥ 0.5 later still, at Q = 0.6. 2 We note a similarity, due to the presence of parallel β-strands in CI2, between the contact map of CI2 and the HIFF-II [Khor07] interaction scheme, which because of inter-level conflict, is a challenge to solve with a bottom-up approach, but requires "cooperation" from different levels to avoid local minima. (1) Number of long-range edges in NS SCN0s.
(2) Q associated with DNPE barrier height (bh).
(3) Q associated with P init = 0.5 for DNPE and for RNRE trajectories, found by linear regression (over all good models) from plots in Fig. C1 .
(4) DNPE* ignores long-range native shortcuts identified at each Q when computing P init for a Q (section 6).
RNRE trajectories also reach P init ≥ 0.5 within the ND-TS region for most proteins (Table 2 ), but they do not generate meaningful barrier heights (section 3.2). The DNPE barrier heights for these 13 proteins correlate significantly (0.680, p-value = 0.011) with NS SCN0_RCO; here NS SCN0_RCO is used as a substitute for experimental folding rate. The RNRE Q P init values indicate that a measure like P init is not selective enough to distinguish between SCN0s generated in a non-random (probabilistically biased) versus random (probabilistically unbiased) manner. This finding has negative implications for the application of a measure like P init to identify structures for inclusion in a TSE. Further, P init is unable to situate a protein's TS within the Q reaction coordinate; typically Q where P init ≥ 0.5 is larger than Q associated with the barrier height for a given protein (Table 2) .
Structural correlations
The relationships between two-state folding kinetic variables and protein structure descriptors: RCO and C computed on ND generated SCN0s, are examined in this section.
Folding rate
Both RCO and C were shown to correlate significantly with folding rate of two-state proteins when computed on complete (NS) SCN0 [Khor18] . However, when computed on partial (ND generated) SCN0s, RCO and C exhibit qualitatively different behaviors. Crucially, in the ND-TS region (0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5), SCN0_RCO does not correlate significantly with folding rate, while C_SCN0 correlates more strongly with folding rate than NS C_SCN0 (Fig. 2 left) . RCO and C also behave differently in the randomized ND variant, RNRE. Correlation between RCO of ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and folding rate (log 10 ) of 52 two-state proteins. Both DNPE and RNPE correlations have p-value < 0.007 for Q ≥ 0.5; RNRE correlations have p-value ≈ 0; all other correlations have p-value > 0.05. Top-right: Correlation between native-state (NS) RCO of 52 two-state proteins and the RCO of their respective ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein). All correlations have p-value < 0.002. Bottom-left: Correlation between C of ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and folding rate (log 10 ) of 52 two-state proteins. All correlations for Q < 1.0 have p-values < 0.008. Correlation at Q = 1.0 has p-value = 0.016. Bottom-right: Correlation between NS C_SCN0 of 52 two-state proteins and the C_SCN0 of their respective ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein). All correlations have p-value ≈ 0.
RCO for RNRE generated SCN0s are almost perfectly correlated with NS SCN0_RCO (Fig. 2 topright), and show uniformly strong correlations with folding rate for all Q (Fig. 2 top-left). In contrast, the correlation between RCO for DNPE generated SCN0s and NS SCN0_RCO increases in strength with increase in Q. This gradual increase in RCO reflects the slow loss in chain-entropy during protein folding [Weikl03] , and attests to the non-random formation of DNPE SCN0s. RNRE, where PRN0 edges have equal chance of forming regardless of their length (sequence distance), is suggestive of protein folding being a random affair. The correlation between DNPE SCN0_RCO and folding rate start to be significant only after the ND-TS region, i.e. Q ≥ 0.5. In short, these observations tell us that unless there is some random element in the formation of SCN0s, ND-TS SCN0_RCO does not correlate with folding rate even if it correlates significantly with NS SCN0_RCO.
C for RNRE generated SCN0s correlates with NS C_SCN0 more strongly than C for DNPE generated SCN0s (Fig. 2 bottom-right). Both DNPE and RNRE C_SCN0 correlate significantly with folding rate for all Q, but RNRE C_SCN0 correlates with folding rate significantly less strongly than DNPE C_SCN0 (Fig. 2 bottom-left). In short, these observations tell us that C_SCN0 within the ND-TS region (0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5) correlates significantly with folding rate (random folding not required and not desirable). Further, ND-TS region C_SCN0 correlates more strongly with folding rate than NS C_SCN0. Correlation between DNPE generated barrier heights for 52 two-state proteins, and C of DNPE and of RNRE generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs). DNPE correlations have p-values < 0.007 when Q ≤ 0.5, and p-values > 0.010 but < 0.036 when Q > 0.5. All RNRE correlations have p-values < 0.036. Bottom-left: Correlation between RNPE generated barrier heights for 52 two-state proteins, and RCO of RNPE and of RNRE generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs). RNPE correlations have p-values < 0.005 when Q ≥ 0.6; all RNRE correlates have p-values ≈ 0; all other correlations have p-values > 0.047. Bottom-right: Correlation between RNPE generated barrier heights for 52 two-state proteins, and C of RNPE and of RNRE generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs). All RNPE and all RNRE correlations have p-values < 0.005.
The abovementioned qualitative differences between RCO and C are observable too with both DNPE and RNPE generated barrier height data (a.k.a. simulated folding rate) from section 3.2. DNPE barrier heights correlate significantly and uniformly strongly with RNRE SCN0_RCO for all Q, but only begin to correlate significantly with DNPE SCN0_RCO when Q ≥ 0.6 (Fig. 3 top-left). DNPE barrier heights correlate significantly with both DNPE and RNRE C_SCN0 for all Q, but within the ND-TS region, the correlation with DNPE C_SCN0 is stronger than with RNRE C_SCN0 (Fig. 3 top-right).
Analogous observations with RNPE barrier heights (Fig. 3 bottom) show that the qualitative differences between RCO and C uncovered here hold even when the role of PRN0 hub nodes as key folding residues hypothesized in section 3.1 is rejected. For the 52 two-state proteins, the RNPE version of ND produces significantly stronger correlations between barrier height and C_SCN0 than DNPE.
Transition-state placement
Transition-state placement (θ m ) quantifies TS structures in terms of the extent to which they bury solvent-accessible surface areas buried in their respective NS structures [Plaxco98] . However, the number of long-range contacts in NS SCN0s (|SCLE|) is not a determinant of θ m .
[Khor18] explains that this is possibly due to size effect; unlike NS SCN0_RCO and NS C_SCN0, |SCLE| is significantly correlated with N, whereas TS placement is size independent, but dependent on topological complexity of the NS structure [Plaxco98] . And indeed, the correlation between θ m and N is -0.347 (p-value = 0.105) for our 23 point dataset, and θ m correlates significantly with both NS SCN0_RCO and NS C_SCN0 [Khor18] . But we find this size-independence explanation for |SCLE| unconvincing since |SCSE|, the number of short-range contacts in NS SCN0s, is strongly correlated (0.758) with N, and yet also significantly correlated (-0.526, p-value = 0.010) with θ m . Nonetheless, the negative sign of this correlation does lend indirect support to a positive relationship between long-range contacts and θ m .
RCO for DNPE generated SCN0s is more strongly correlated with θ m than RCO for RNRE generated SCN0s (Fig. 4 bottom-left) . This indicates that the order in which SCN0 forms is relevant also for TS placement on a surface area burial scale. The DNPE SCN0_RCO correlation with θ m is strongest when 0.6 ≤ Q ≤ 0.9. This reflects the presence of more long-range edges in the ND generated SCN0s, and their role in protein packing, i.e. increasing the (global) compactness of structures formed within the ND-TS region.
RCO for ND generated PRN0s exhibit a similar pattern of correlation with θ m as RCO for ND generated SCN0s, but the PRN0_RCO correlations are stronger (Fig. 4 bottom-right) . This follows since θ m places TS structures on a reaction coordinate that monitors burial of hydrophobic surface area, and PRN0 node degree correlates more strongly with burial of residues than SCN0 node degree (Fig. A1) . ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and θ m . DNPE, RNPE and RNRE correlations have p-value < 0.007 for 0.5 ≤ Q ≤ 0.9, 0.4 ≤ Q ≤ 0.9, and 0.4 ≤ Q ≤ 0.7, respectively. Except the RNRE correlation at Q=0.1 which has a p-value > 0.1, all other correlations have p-value < 0.04. Bottom-left: Correlation between RCO of ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and θ m . DNPE correlations have p-value < 0.009 for 0.2 ≤ Q ≤ 0.9; RNPE correlations have p-value < 0.009 for 0.4 ≤ Q ≤ 0.9; all other correlations have p-value < 0.02. Bottom-right: Correlation between RCO of ND generated PRN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs per protein) and θ m . All correlations have p-value < 0.002.
Within the abovementioned post ND-TS but pre-NS region (0.6 ≤ Q ≤ 0.9) is also where C for DNPE generated SCN0s correlate most strongly with θ m , and is not outperformed by RNRE C_SCN0 (Fig. 4 top-right) . However, unlike SCN0_RCO, DNPE C_SCN0 performs more poorly than RNRE C_SCN0 in terms of correlation strength with θ m , within the ND-TS region. RNPE produces the best overall C_SCN0 correlations with θ m ; it skirts the bottoms of both DNPE and RNRE plots.
Stability
NS stability (∆G) quantifies how much free energy is required to unfold a NS protein. Although proteins with more stable native structures are expected to fold faster, the linear relationship between ∆G and folding rate is not evident [Plaxco00, Dinner01] . The correlation is 0.185 for our 23 point dataset.
From a static analysis of NS structures, [Khor18] proposed that the positive relationship between ∆G and folding rate can be demonstrated via an intermediary variable, C_SCN0, but not SCN0_RCO. Here, we confirm that C_SCN0 is able to fill this intermediary role. C_SCN0 correlates with both folding rate and NS stability in the ND-TS region, demonstrating that the native contacts which underlie the calculation of C_SCN0, are determinants of both NS stability and the folding barrier. The DNPE barrier heights (Q = 0.248 ± 0.059) for this dataset correlate significantly (-0.783) with folding rate. Our analysis of ND generated SCN0s also reveals that while SCN0_RCO can correlate with NS stability, it does so only within the ND-TS region. But because SCN0_RCO does not correlate significantly with folding rate in the ND-TS region (section 4.1), SCN0_RCO is unable to play this intermediary role.
[Khor18] reported a significant correlation between NS C_SCN0 and stability, but only after excluding two outliers (1lmb and 1urn) from the dataset. Fig. 5 top-left shows how C for ND generated SCN0s correlate with stability on this reduced (21 points) dataset. In contrast to the RNRE correlations, both DNPE and RNPE correlations on partial SCN0s show little variance from the NS C_SCN0 correlation with stability data. The DNPE correlation is slightly stronger at Q = 0.6 (0.561, p-value = 0.008), than at Q = 1.0 (0.513, p-value = 0.017). For all Q, C_SCN0 on ND generated SCN0s did not produce significant correlations with the original (23 points) dataset.
[Khor18] did not find a significant correlation between NS SCN0_RCO and NS stability. However, we find that SCN0_RCO can correlate significantly with NS stability, without need to exclude any point from the dataset, when RCO is computed on SCN0s within the ND-TS region (0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5) ( 
Discussion
RCO was proposed as a single-value measure of a protein's overall native topology or structural complexity, for the purpose of studying the influence a protein's native structure exerts over its folding kinetics and possibly mechanism. Despite its consistent and strong performance as a determinant of twostate folding rate, a puzzle remains as to why the significant NS RCO folding rate correlation should exists at all since folding rate is actually a function of the barrier height at the TS. A prevailing explanation is that TS structures already resemble NS structures in some pertinent way [Paci05, Faisca12] . NS RCO captures information about the entropy loss experienced by a protein chain to reach its TS. An underlying expectation/assumption here is that TS RCO correlates significantly, or even more strongly than NS RCO, with folding rate.
However, assuming early folding is not a random affair, our findings with ND hitherto do not support this expectation. In the ND-TS region (0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5), the RCO of DNPE generated SCN0s do not correlate significantly with folding rate, although they correlate significantly with NS SCN0_RCO (Fig. 2 top) . However, the contacts that go into the calculation of these RCOs do contribute to configuration energies that correlate significantly with folding rate. Thus, what is needed here may not be a different explanation, but a different topological complexity measure of protein structure.
We propose that this need can be satisfied by C. In the ND-TS region (0.1 ≤ Q < 0.5), the C of DNPE generated SCN0s correlates significantly with both folding rate and NS C_SCN0. The use of C as a structural descriptor of proteins for the purpose of studying two-state folding kinetics does not diminish the role chain-entropy, the basis of the RCO metric, plays in folding, as the weaker RNRE C_SCN0 correlation with folding rate show ( Fig. 2 bottom-left) . Further, RNRE generated barrier heights do not correlate significantly with folding rate (section 3.2). The C_SCN0 results in Fig. 2 (bottom-left) also clearly show the advantage of giving hub nodes preferential treatment in ND; DNPE correlations are stronger than RNPE ones.
A limitation of C in its present form is its correlation with folding rate is weaker than that of RCO, and as such, has less mechanistic predictive value. A remedy could be a weighted clustering coefficient
[Opsahl09] that considers not only the arrangement of contacts, but also their sequence distance.
ND analysis of phi-generated TS structures
In this section, we test our assertions in section 4.4 by examining structures of 10 transition-state ensembles (TSE) generated with phi restraints [Paci02] . We refer to these TSE structures as PTS structures, to distinguish them from the general notion of TS structures.
To keep uniformity of source for native structures, we use PDB coordinates (not the supplied minimized version 3 ) to obtain NS PRN0s for the 10 proteins (2α, 4αβ and 4β). ND is performed on these 10 NS PRN0s to obtain partial (ND generated) SCN0s. The PRN0 of a PTS structure comprises all and only the PRN edges of the PTS structure which are also in the native structure. In keeping with our PRN0→SCN0 approach, the SCN0 of a PTS structure is found by EDS on its PRN0, and excludes all non-native shortcuts (these are possible given the partial nature of PRN0s in PTS structures).
[Paci05] reports that despite their heterogeneity, in terms of root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) to the native structure, the PTS structures resemble their respective native structures in terms of RCO with a correlation of 0.854. Further, RCO of both NS structures (-0.791) and PTS structures (-0.753) correlate strongly and negatively with folding rate for the 10 proteins [Paci05] . These three PTS attributes find counterparts in our methodology. Heterogeneity of PTS structures is exhibited in terms of SCN0, with each structure generating a unique SCN0 (Table E1 ). The PTS structures resemble their respective native structures in terms of SCN0_RCO, with a correlation of 0.803. SCN0_RCO's correlation with folding rate is -0.716 for NS structures, and -0.802 for PTS structures.
The PTS structures share an average of 30% to 50% of the shortcuts in their respective NS structures (Table E1) ; this range places them towards the upper end of the ND-TS region identified in section 3.2.
Although the PTS structures have sparser SCN0s than their NS structures, the PTS native shortcuts are arranged such that PTS C_SCN0 is strongly correlated (0.830) with NS C_SCN0 (Fig. E1) ; same with C of ND generated SCN0s on a larger dataset (Fig. D1) . Thus, C_SCN0 provides another support for the claim that the overall topology of NS structures is established in TS structures; a claim that is the lynchpin for the observed empirical relationship between folding rates and topological descriptors of NS structures.
However, both RCO and C of RNRE generated SCN0s can produce strong, if not stronger, correlations with that of NS SCN0s (Fig. 2 right) . Further, stronger TS-NS structural resemblance need not translate to stronger correlation with folding rate. Unlike SCN0_RCO, where a stronger correlation with NS SCN0_RCO is a positive in terms of improving correlation with folding rate, the reverse is true for C_SCN0, because NS C_SCN0 has a weaker relationship with folding rate than non-NS C_SCN0
(section 4.1).
C_SCN0 of the PTS structures does not correlate significantly with folding rate (Table E1 ). This is not at variance with results in section 4.1, and is explained by the weaker (compared with SCN0_RCO) but still significant C_SCN0 correlation with folding rate combined with sample size difference (52 vs.
10). p-values can be influenced by sample size; smaller samples tend to have larger p-values. At p-value < 0.05, the probability of a significant correlation between folding rate and C_SCN0 for a random set of 10 two-state proteins is about (12/50) 24% (Table E2 ). This probability is lowered by random elements in the generative process (e.g. unbiased node selection in RNPE, and unbiased node selection and unbiased PRN0 edge creation in RNRE), and decreases as SCN0 nears completion.
However, SCN0_RCO's strong correlation (p-value = 0.005) with folding rate for the PTS structures is inconsistent with findings in section 4.1, if the PTS structures are true TS structures (or at least structures within the ND-TS region). At p-value < 0.01, the probability of a significant correlation between folding rate and SCN0_RCO for a random set of 10 two-state proteins is 0% within the ND-TS region (Table E2 ). This probability is raised by random elements in the generative process, and increases as SCN0 nears completion.
This inconsistency suggests either the existence of random elements in the formation of PTS SCN0s, or the PTS ensembles are heavily populated with post-TS structures. Both of these suggestions can be checked: the former, by comparing PTS C_SCN0 with DNPE and with RNRE C_SCN0, on the principal that randomly generated networks have significantly smaller clustering coefficients than comparable less randomly generated networks; and the latter by using PTS SCN0_RCO to situate the PTS structures within DNPE trajectories, products of a non-random generative process. These checks are performed with the aid of linear regression on data in Figs. E4 & E5, and the results are presented in Table 3 . 
PTS SCN0s are more similar to RNRE SCN0s than DNPE SCN0s in terms of C. For the given PTS
Q values, PTS C_SCN0 is not significantly different from RNRE C_SCN0, but is significantly (one-sided paired t-test p-value = 0.002) smaller than DNPE C_SCN0 (Table 3 ). This observation supports the presence of random elements in the formation of PTS SCN0s.
The RCO values of PTS SCN0s place them in the post ND-TS region of DNPE trajectories.
Averaged over the 10 proteins, DNPE generated SCN0s produce RCO values comparable to those of PTS SCN0s at Q ≈ 0.7 (Table 3 ). This finding supports the notion that the reason why PTS RCO correlates significantly with folding rate is because they are heavily populated with post-TS structures, and hence actually says little about the relationship between TS RCO and folding rate.
TS structures are suppose to be those associated with energy of the folding barrier for two-state proteins, making them most transient, least stable and therefore difficult to capture experimentally.
However, the energy of PTS structures (calculated per section 2.4) do not correlate with folding rate. Fig.   E3 shows where the PTS structures are situated with respect to their respective ND generated energy profiles; most are situated after the peak of a DNPE energy profile. In contrast, the DNPE barrier heights correlate (-0.865) significantly with folding rate for the 10 proteins (Fig. E2) .
Our ND analysis of the phi restraint generated TSEs leads us to conclude that these structures do not lie within the ND-TS region. Since they are not TS structures within the ND model, they have little to say about the TS, and thus cannot be used to support the prevailing explanation for the relationship between NS RCO and folding rate of two-state proteins. In any case, the ND model does not produce evidence for a relationship between TS RCO and folding rate of two-state proteins (section 4.1). This unexpected conclusion reaffirms the importance of the presence of long-range contacts in putative TS structures for TS RCO to correlate significantly with folding rate. From their lattice-model simulation, [Faisca12] found that high contact order (CO) structures exhibit a stronger correlation with folding rate than low CO structures, even though the activation energy of folding (barrier height) for both high and low CO structures correlate strongly with logarithmic folding rate. They attribute this difference to the formation of tertiary contacts which are mainly long-range in the TSE of high CO structures.
Discussion
DNPE and RNRE differ primarily in the order in which PRN0 edges are generated, which in turn influences which SCN0 edges get identified by EDS. While DNPE abides by the loop-entropy principle, RNRE ignores it. Consequently, RNRE enables long-range PRN0 (and SCN0) edges to form more easily (Fig. F1 ). This bias, together with the distinct roles short-and long-range contacts play in protein folding, can account for the RCO results in section 4; SCN0_RCO correlation with NS stability is significant for Q ≤ 0.5, and SCN0_RCO correlation with TS placement is stronger when Q > 0.5. RCO correlations are more sensitive to contact sequence distances than C. Our energy formulation of SCNs E, is also independent of contact sequence separation. Herein lies a possible criticism of our ND model: its execution of the loop-entropy principle lacks the element of explicit edge dependency that enables long-range contacts to adjust their contact order as short-range contacts are formed. The use of the logarithmic form instead of raw sequence distance to calculate the probability of making a PRN0 edge was an effort to produce this effect, but it may be inadequate 4 . The presence of long-range native contacts in TS structures is a hallmark of proteins that fold via the NC mechanism, e.g. 2CI2 and 1APS. On the other hand, DNPE does not seem burdened by this lack, and actually performs better for proteins with larger SCN0_RCO (section 3.3); their Q for P init = 0.5 is within the ND-TS region (Table 2) . Further, the early presence of random long-range native shortcuts, as in RNRE, need not imply a better (within the ND-TS region) Q for P init = 0.5 (Table 2) .
What is vital for NC folding is the few select long-range native contacts that help stabilize the folding nucleus. For most proteins in Table 2 , Q for P init = 0.5 increases if long-range native shortcuts (SCLE) discovered at each Q are ignored by C_SCN0 when selecting the initial fold step for a Q (SCLE from previous Qs are included). This adverse effect on DNPE trajectories give evidence that the SCLE identified within DNPE do exert influence over productive folding.
While long-range edges appear in DNPE SCN0s at a much slower rate than in RNRE SCN0s (Fig.   F1 left) , DNPE generates more meaningful SCLE at the Q where folding energy peaks than RNRE. For the 10 proteins in section 5, at the Q of their respective DNPE barrier heights, DNPE SCN0s have fewer long-range edges, but report larger match values than RNRE SCN0s (Table F1) . A match value is the proportion of SCLE generated in at least 10% of SCN0s at a Q, that is also present in at least 10% of PTS structures. A closer inspection of these matched SCLE for three proteins: 2PTL, 1APS and 2CI2, finds that they are clustered in secondary structure element (SSE) pairs associated with initial fold steps for the respective proteins (Table F2) . The key folding residues are sourced from the references listed below. The conserved rigid residues from Suppl. Mat. of ref. [Sacquin15] are referred to as mechanically rigid (M-R) sites. For 2IGD and 1SRM, we use the provided data for 1IGD and 1SRL, respectively. The M-R sites confer structural stability in a protein's native state, but many of these sites also coincide with folding nuclei identified in the literature. The hydrogen-deuterium exchange (H-X) sites (Table 1 in ref. [Li99] ) include amide protons (NHs) which are slowest to exchange out, or first to gain protection. The H-X probes do not identify nucleation sites per se, but rather the neighborhood where they might be found. Key folding sites on turns (which are crucial to trigger β-hairpin formation) are not detected. In Figs. A2 to A12, residues closer to the lower right of a plot are deemed more rigid than those closer to the upper left of a plot. PRN0 node degree is normally distributed [Khor16] , so characteristic node degree would be about the midpoint of a node degree range. Fig. A2 ): Residues involved in frequently formed contacts in the transition state structures between the first and second helices (1H-3H) are: F14, L18, F31, I32 and L35; and between the second and third helices (3H-5H) are: L45, F31 and L35 [Kmiecik12] . The H-X sites are Y15...L18, R28, L35, K36, A49, K50 and K51. Except for L18 which is a turn residue immediately after 1H, the key folding residues congregate on the three α-helices. The 3H-5H nucleus residues are more rigid than the 1H-3H nucleus residues, and accordingly folding begins with 3H-5H pairing on the C SCN0 folding pathway for 1BDD. 2IGD (Fig. A3) : The M-R sites are Y8, L10, A31, F35, F57 and V59. These sites are located on the first and forth β-strands (1S and 9S), and the α-helix (5H), and they overlap with 1GB1's key folding residues in a structural alignment (PDBe Fold v2.59). The remaining four most rigid residues belong to 1S, 5H, 6T and 7S. The rigid residue on the third β-strand (7S) is W48, which corresponds to 1GB1's W43 nucleus residue in a structural alignment (PDBe Fold v2.59). 1GB1 (Fig. A4) : The folding nucleation sites are Y3, L5, F30, W43, Y45 and F52 [Kmiecik08, Hubner04] . These six residues are evolutionarily conserved in protein G-like folds, and make frequent long-range native interactions with K4, I6, L7, A26, T51, T53 and V54 as part of the nucleation growth process in simulations (Table 1 in ref. [Kmiecik08] ). The H-X sites are L5, I6, T25, A26, E27, F30, T44, K50, and T51...V54. Except for K50 which is a turn residue immediately before 8S, the key folding residues congregate on the first, third and forth β-strands (0S, 6S and 8S), and the α-helix (4H). Table 1 of ref [Kmiecik08] . H-X sites which do not also fall in the other two categories are highlighted. (Fig. A5) : The H-X sites are I20, A22, L24, I25, F36, S45, A47...D52, L72, I74, and K75. The key folding residues congregate on the first, second and forth β-strands (0S, 2S and 8S), and the α-helix (4H). For 2IGD, 1GB1 and 2PTL, key folding residues are absent on one of the β-strands of the β-hairpin that forms later, i.e. 2S for 2IGD and 1GB1, and 6S for 2PTL. This observation is in agreement with the initial folding step for these proteins (Table C1) . 2CI2 (Fig. A6) : The folding nucleation sites for 2CI2 are A35, I39, V66, L68 and I76 [Kmiecik07, Itzhaki95] . Four of these sites (A35, I39, V66, L68), together with R67 and P80 are M-R sites. The H-X sites are K30, I39, L40, I49, L51, V66, L68, F69 and V70. Except for K30, I76, and P80, the key residues congregate on the α-helix (3H), and the second and third β-strands (5S and 7S). K30 is a turn residue immediately before the helix (3H), I76 is a residue in the turn (8T) between the third and forth β-strands (7S and 9S), and P80 is a residue in the forth β-strand (9S). Key folding residues are absent from the first β-strand (1S), which only gets involved at the later stages according to our C SCN0 folding pathway for 2CI2. 1SHG (Fig. A7) : The M-R sites are M25, V44 and V53. These three M-R sites, together with V9, A11, V23, L31, L33 and V58, form the hydrophobic core [Ventura02] . The M-R sites are found on the third and forth β-strands (5S, 7S) and towards the end of the RT-loop. 5S and 7S are the earliest folding elements in our C SCN0 folding pathway for 1SHG (Table C1 ). The two other most rigid residues in Fig. A7 are W42 which belongs to 5S, and L31 which belongs to 3S. L31 occupies a protein sequence position that is rigid in all the other proteins studied in the SH-3 domain family [Sacquin15] . The hydrophobic core sites touch all the β-strands. 1SRM (Fig. A8) : The M-R sites are F26, L32, A45 and I56. These four M-R sites, together with F10, A12, L24, I34, W43 and V61 form the hydrophobic core [Riddle99, Lindorff04] . The hydrophobic core sites touch all the β-strands, and the diverging turn (26...32). I56 is the most rigid residue and it plays a central role in hydrophobic collapse of src SH3 domain circular permutants (the structurally aligned site in α-spectrin SH3 domain is V53) [Grantcharova 01]. 2KJV (Fig. A9) and its p54-55 circular permutant 2KJW (Fig. A10) : The M-R sites for 2KJV are E5, V6, N7, I8, I26, F60, L61, W62, Y63, V65 and L79. Three of these sites (V6, I8 and I26), together with L30 form the hydrophobic core for 2KJV [Lindberg06] . The M-R sites for 2KJW are L8, Y10, L22, E25, R29, V48, I50, L52, L61, E64, I68 and L72. M-R site L61, together with Y63 and V65 form the hydrophobic core for 2KJW [Koga01] . For both 2KJV and 2KJW, the M-R sites congregate on the first and third β-strands (1S and 7S, or β1 and β3 for both 2KJV and 2KJW) and the two α-helices (3H and 9H). β1, α1 and β3 make up one of S6's two folding cores; the other comprises β1, α2 and β4 [Lindberg07] . (1) naming convention and secondary structure delineation as in [Khor18] (2) Good models are those native structures where the expected initial fold step appears as the initial reaction on a C SCN0 folding pathway; bad models are those where this does not happen. For instance, 6/21 2PTL models are classified "good" because their initial fold step is formation of the N-terminal β hairpin (0S, 2S), while the remaining 14 2PTL models are "bad" because their initial fold step is not (0S, 2S). 
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Fig. C1
Proportion of ND (DNPE) generated SCN0s (y-axis) at each Q (x-axis) where the initial fold step matches the expected of the native structure. The "good" ("bad") qualifier denotes protein native structures with (without) the expected initial step. For instance, the expected initial fold step for protein G (1GB1) is the pairing of its C-terminal β-strands: (6S, 8S); at Q = 0.4, 46% of ND generated SCN0s using the "good" models have (6S, 8S) as their initial fold step, whereas only 39% of ND generated SCN0s using the "bad" models have (6S, 8S) as their initial fold step. The expected initial fold step for each protein is listed in Table C1 . and of RNRE (right) generated SCN0s, averaged over 100 runs per 52 two-state proteins, arranged by fold type, at five levels of Q (SCN0 completion). Bottom: C_SCN0 of DNPE (left) and of RNRE (right) generated SCN0s, averaged over 100 runs per 52 two-state proteins, arranged by fold type, at five Q levels. 1.0 0.912 0 n PTS: number of structures in the phi-generated transition-state ensemble (TSE) from [Paci05] . n SCN0: number of unique native shortcut networks. % SC0 = percentage of native shortcuts found in a PTS structure averaged over a TSE. NS = Native-state PTS = average for TSE structures RCO = Relative Contact Order SCN0_RCO = RCO computed on a SCN0 C_SCN0 = network clustering coefficient computed on a SCN0 SCLE = number of long-range (sequence separation > 10) native shortcuts
Table E2
Results of subset testing on folding rate correlations with SCN0_RCO and with C_SCN0. The 52 data points supporting these two correlations reported in section 4.1 are sampled uniformly at random without replacement 50 times to create datasets of size 10. The following tables record the number of sample datasets having correlations with p-value < 0.05 (top), and with p-value < 0.01 (bottom 0  1  2  2  5  21  25  31  33  28  RNPE  2  2  2  3  7  15  21  29  34  30  SCN0_RCO  RNRE  28  30  29  29  29  29  29  29  29  29  DNPE  12  11  12  11  13  12  12  10  9  5  RNPE  12  9  9  9  10  10  8  6  4 0  0  0  1  1  4  5  10  12  9  SCN0_RCO  RNRE  8  10  10  9  10  9  11  12  12  12  DNPE  6  4  4  2  3  4  4  3  1  1  RNPE  3  3  3  2  3  3  2  1  1  1  C_SCN0  RNRE  4  2  1 (Table 3) . Error bars denote one standard deviation about the mean. 
Fig. E4
C of ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs) for the 10 PTS (TSE) proteins. The TSE point in each plot marks the average C of PTS SCN0s at PTS Q (Table 3) . Error bars denote one standard deviation about the mean. RCO of ND generated SCN0s (averaged over 100 independent runs) for the 10 PTS (TSE) proteins. The TSE point in each plot marks the average RCO of PTS SCN0s at PTS Q (Table 3) . Error bars denote one standard deviation about the mean. Proportion of long-range (sequence distance > 10) native-state shortcuts (NS SCN0 LE) in ND generated SCN0s. Right: Proportion of NS SCN0 LE as a factor of the proportion of NS PRN0 LE generated by ND. The proportions are the average over 100 independent ND runs per 52 two-state proteins. Number of SCLE present in at least 10% of DNPE generated SCN0s at DNPE Q bh. (3) Proportion of SCLE in (2) which is also SCLE in at least 10% of phi-generated TS structures (PTS). (4) Number of SCLE present in at least 10% of RNRE generated SCN0s at DNPE Q bh. (5) Proportion of SCLE in (4) which is also SCLE in at least 10% of phi-generated TS structures (PTS).
Table F2
Secondary structure element (SSE) pair analysis of the DNPE long-range native shortcuts (SCLE) from Table F1 for three model proteins. SCLE are identified by node id (nid), which starts at 0 and ends at N-1.
